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FOSTERING THE DIFFUSION OF GENERAL PURPOSE
TECHNOLOGIES: EVIDENCE FROM THE LICENSING

OF THE TRANSISTOR PATENTS*

MARKUS NAGLER†,‡,§

MONIKA SCHNITZER‡,¶,††

MARTIN WATZINGER‡,††,‡‡

How do licensing and technology transfer influence the spread of
General Purpose Technologies? To answer this question, we analyze
the diffusion of the transistor, one of the most important technologies
of our time. We show that the transistor diffusion and cross-technology
spillovers increased dramatically after AT&T began licensing its tran-
sistor patents along with symposia to educate follow-on inventors in
1952. Both these symposia and the licensing of the patents itself played
important roles in the diffusion. A subsequent reduction in royalties did
not lead to further increases, suggesting that licensing and technology
transfer were more important than specific royalty rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS SUGGEST THAT THE DIFFUSION of General Purpose
Technologies (GPT’s) and thus technological progress and economic growth
can be hampered by patent protection. The best known example is James
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Watt’s steam engine patent. Mokyr [1994], among others, writes that ‘because
[Watt] held a wide-ranging patent, he succeeded in blocking [the development
of high-pressure steam engines] for many years’ (p. 24, quoted in Selgin and
Turner [2011]). According to Boldrin and Levine [2008], ‘by keeping prices
high and preventing others from producing cheaper or better steam engines,
Boulton and Watt hampered capital accumulation and slowed economic
growth’ (p. 4).1 Similarly, the Wright brothers’ patent war is blamed for
stalling the development of the U.S. aviation industry, and Selden’s patent
on an internal combustion engine allegedly slowed automobile development
in the early 20th century (e.g., Merges and Nelson [1990, 1994]). These
narratives of harmful patents on key technologies are often used as prime
examples for the ‘case against patents,’ suggesting that patenting rights
should be weakened or abolished altogether.

Patents on GPT’s might be particularly harmful because they can impede
positive feedback loops, the key characteristic of General Purpose Technolo-
gies. Improvements in GPT stimulate innovations in the application sector,
which in turn give incentives to improve the GPT. But this feedback loop
is only possible if patents on the GPT do not block follow-on inventions,
either in the application sector or for the GPT itself. Patents have been shown
to block follow-on invention in various settings (Moser and Voena [2012];
Williams [2013]; Sampat and Williams [2019]; Gaessler et al. [2019]; Watzinger
et al. [2020]). But it is not clear whether this is a relevant concern for GPT’s
as their potential benefits are so large that they might provide sufficient
incentives for efficient technology licensing (Green and Scotchmer [1995];
Galasso and Schankerman [2015]). In addition, patent licensing per se may
not help follow-on inventors if tacit knowledge is important in making use of
the patent. This is especially true since patent disclosure is often not complete
(see, e.g., Roin [2005]; Ouellette [2012]). Understanding whether patents
block the diffusion of GPT’s is important because while GPT’s are rare, they
are credited with driving sustained economic growth since the industrial
revolution (e.g., Helpman [1998]).

In this paper, we study the effects of patent licensing and active knowl-
edge transfer on follow-on inventions to the transistor, the defining General
Purpose Technology of the 21st century (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg [1995];
Helpman [1998]).2 From early applications such as hearing aids and pocket

1 Boldrin and Levine [2008] also recount the story that improvements to Watt’s inventions were
blocked by patents of rival inventors, highlighting the mutual spillovers between earlier and sub-
sequent developments prevalent in General Purpose Technologies. For a more positive view on
Watt’s patent and more context on its alleged blocking effects, see Selgin and Turner [2011]. For
another critical view of the alleged hold up by the Wright brothers, see Katznelson and How-
ells [2015]. As another example, Edison’s patent on the incandescent lamp allegedly led inventors
to invent around Edison’s key technology (Katznelson and Howells [2012]).

2 Note that while the concept of GPT’s has been popular to characterize important technolo-
gies that influence broad parts of the economy since the seminal paper on the topic by Bresnahan
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radios to modern technology like fast computer chips and smartphones, the
transistor and its subsequent developments spread to almost all sectors of
the economy.3 The first working transistor was invented in 1947 by Ameri-
can physicists John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley at the
Bell Laboratories. The three shared the 1956 Nobel Prize in Physics for their
achievement. The Solid State Physics Group at Bell, responsible for the tran-
sistor, filed 166 patents, of which 110 were published by 1952. We refer to these
patents collectively as ‘transistor patents.’

In 1952, the Bell System decided to license the transistor patents at a stan-
dardized rate of $25,000 and provided training programs for all firms who
bought such licenses (Holbrook et al. [2000]; Reid [2001]). Commentators
saw this generous licensing regime as a calculated political move to appease
the authorities in an ongoing antitrust case against the Bell System that
sought to break up the company (Mowery [2011]; Gertner [2012], p. 111).
But according to internal memos at the Bell Labs written a decade later,
engineers at the Bell Labs also understood that ‘by involving engineers
around the world in the evolution of the device - making it better, cheaper,
more reliable - the hope was that everyone would profit from the advances,
especially the Bell System’ (Gertner [2012], p. 375). The standardized licens-
ing opened the transistor technology, reducing the entry barriers to the
industry as one commentator vividly described: ‘If you were going to be a
player in semiconductors in the early 1950’s, you’d wish you knew the AT&T
patent lawyer just as you wish you knew your rich uncle’ (Carrick [1982],
p. 33).

There are many stories of how a diverse set of entrepreneurs and inventors
benefited from the easily accessible license and the training. Jack Kilby, the
eventual co-inventor of the integrated circuit, got his start with the transis-
tor technology when he attended Bell’s ten-day crash course that came with
buying a license (Reid [2001], p. 71–72). Masaru Ibuka licensed the transis-
tor patents in 1953 to build a transistor radio at SONY, at the time a young
company that he had co-founded and that was struggling to stay in business.
By 1957, SONY had issued a pocket transistor radio that sold over 1.5m
units and had become an internationally known company (Nathan [2001];
Flamm [2010]). The licensing and technology transfer of the transistor tech-
nology arguably also led Pete Haggerty of Texas Instruments to hire Gordon
Teal to build the first transistor pocket radio in the U.S., starting the rise of

and Trajtenberg [1995], there is some debate on the use of the term. See, e.g., Field [2008] for
an overview. For some common definitions, see, e.g., Jovanovic and Rousseau [2005]; Bresna-
han [2010]. For example, Jovanovic and Rousseau [2005] state that GPT’s (i) spread to most
sectors of the economy, (ii) improve vastly over time and (iii) generate substantial spillovers by
allowing the invention of new products. We believe that the transistor fulfills these criteria.

3 Holbrook et al. [2000] tells four case studies of companies that build on the transistor patents
of Bell.

© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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Texas Instruments to become one of the biggest technology companies in the
world (Reid [2001], p. 73).

To see whether the licensing and technology transfer increased follow-on
invention to the transistor, we compare the number of follow-on innovations
building on the transistor patents with the number of follow-on innovations
building on control patents before and after standardized licensing was imple-
mented. We measure follow-on innovations using patent citations. As control
group, we use exactly matched non-Bell patents with the same filing year, the
same technology class, and the same number of citations until 1952, i.e., before
the standardized licensing started. We provide extensive evidence that our
empirical strategy is robust using a variety of alternative identification strate-
gies. Most importantly, we show that an alternative identification strategy not
based on matching and using within-patent variation yields qualitatively iden-
tical results.

We find that the standardized licensing of the transistor technology led
to a jump in patents building on Bell’s transistor patents. In particular, it
increased cross-technology spillovers. As cross-technology spillovers are a
defining characteristic of General Purpose Technologies, this suggests that
patents on GPT’s might indeed be more harmful. We find that follow-on
invention by the attendees of the Transistor Symposia was particularly
affected relative to baseline patenting. However, in absolute terms, the effect
is driven by inventors who did not participate in these training sessions. This
suggests that both information transfer through the Transistor Symposia
and the standardized licensing per se played important roles in increasing
the diffusion of the transistor. As hoped by the engineers of the Bell System,
the licensing led to the involvement of a larger number and a more diverse
set of inventors. The impacts are driven by inventors unrelated to the Bell
System, working in unconcentrated markets. A disproportionate share of the
increase is driven by young and small companies, suggesting that licensing
can promote the entry of small firms (Lanjouw and Schankerman [2004];
Galasso [2012]).

Closest to our paper is Watzinger et al. [2020], which studies the innova-
tion effects of the 1956 compulsory licensing of Bell’s patents on follow-on
innovation. Our paper goes beyond that in two important ways: First, focus-
ing on General Purpose Technology patents allows us to demonstrate that
GPT patents differ from regular patents in their impact on cross-technology
spillovers. Second, using a different treatment, namely voluntary standardized
licensing for significant royalties instead of compulsory licensing with zero
royalties, we can shed light on the relevance of royalties for follow-on innova-
tion. Third, while we borrow our main identification strategy from Watzinger
et al. [2020], we also introduce a to our knowledge entirely novel identification
strategy in the robustness section comparing follow-on innovation building
on the same patent across differentially affected fields (‘within-patent identifi-
cation’). This alternative identification strategy addresses potential concerns
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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about the suitability of our matching strategy for an extraordinary technology
such as the transistor.

Our study adds empirical evidence to case studies on the effect of patents
on important technologies as recounted in Boldrin and Levine [2008]. It
shows that the effect of patents on technologies with significant potential
for cross-technology spillovers might be particularly harmful. This calls
for tailor-made solutions for such technologies, for example compulsory or
incentivized licensing or patent buyouts (Kremer [1998]). Some firms may
even have an incentive to openly license their patents to learn from competi-
tors, as suggested by the internal memos at Bell. As a recent example, Tesla
has pledged to not enforce their patent rights.4 Licensing may also be fruitful
for GPT inventors since they may benefit from complementary follow-on
innovation or complementary assets in downstream firms (e.g., Arora and
Ceccagnoli [2006]; Lerner et al. [2007]).

This study also contributes to the literature on the impacts of patents on
follow-on innovation.5 Galasso and Schankerman [2015] study the effect of
patent invalidation on follow-on innovation as measured through patent cita-
tions and find an average increase of 50%. Sampat and Williams [2019] study
whether patents on genes reduce follow-on innovation, but find no effect.
Murray and Stern [2007] and Moser and Voena [2012] study patent removals
and find increases in follow-on innovation of 10–20% in biotech and chem-
istry. Gaessler et al. [2019] study patent invalidation at the European Patent
Office and find sizable effects on innovation. We add to this literature by show-
ing that the impact of patent licensing on follow-on innovation is substantially
stronger when patents cover a GPT. We also provide evidence that the type of
follow-on innovation that is blocked by these patents differs from follow-on
innovations blocked by less exceptional patents. In addition, we show that the
role of royalties in blocking follow-on innovation is limited.

Finally, our paper contributes to the literature on the history of U.S.
innovation with the first in-depth analysis of the diffusion of the transistor
technology. Already in 1962, Richard Nelson highlighted that the transistor
‘has stimulated growth, including the invention and innovation on a consid-
erable scale of products which can profitably use transistors as components’
(Nelson [1962], p. 553). Although the enormous significance of transistor
technology is widely recognized and the importance of the non-discriminatory
licensing by Bell has been suspected to have played a crucial role for its dif-
fusion (e.g., Levin [1982], quoted in Merges and Nelson [1994]), this paper
is the first to provide an empirical analysis of how important the licensing
decision of the technology by Bell was for inventions in the semiconductor
industry.

4 See https://www.tesla.com/blog/all-our-patent-are-belong-you, last accessed May 12, 2021.

5 For a recent survey, see Williams [2017].

© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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II. THE BELL SYSTEM AND THE TRANSISTOR

In the early 1950’s, American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T) was the domi-
nant provider of telecommunications services in the U.S., owning or control-
ling 98% of all facilities providing long distance telephone services and 85%
of those providing short distance telephone services. Together, the Bell system
employed around 750,000 people. It generated total revenues of $5.3 billion
or 1.9% of the U.S. GDP in 1950 (Antitrust Subcommittee [1959]; Temin and
Galambos [1987]; Watzinger et al. [2020]).6 Its R&D subsidiary, the Bell Lab-
oratories (Bell Labs), were arguably the most innovative industrial laboratory
of the time. The Bell Labs produced path-breaking research in applied and in
basic science. Several of the scientists employed by Bell Labs in the 1950’s were
subsequently awarded prestigious research prizes, such as the Nobel Prize, the
Turing Award, and the IEEE Medal of Honor. Their inventions included the
development of radio astronomy (1932), cellular telephone technology (1947),
information theory (1948), solar cells (1954), the laser (1957), and the Unix
operating system (1969).

The most important invention of the Bell Labs was the transistor in 1947.
Bell filed for patents on the first transistor in June, 1948, and announced the
invention on July 1 of the same year. The patents were published in 1950
and 1951. Bell, the military, and the research community at large immedi-
ately understood the importance of the transistor. The Nobel Prize in physics
for the original inventors followed in 1956. The public was enthusiastic about
the workings of the new technology. TIME Magazine ran a story concluding
that ‘to all industrial needs, and most human physical needs, the electronics
magicians are sure they know the key’ (quoted in Reid [2001], p. 61).

Transistors switch and amplify electric current, a skill that almost all elec-
tric devices require. As an example of the switching function of transistors,
modern microchips have billions of transistors printed on them and work by
switching on and off combinations of these, which can then be interpreted by
software through logic combinations. As an example of amplification, hear-
ing aids translate currents picked up via microphones to bigger currents via
tiny loudspeakers, increasing the sound by basically just amplifying electric
current. Before the transistor, devices that required the switching and ampli-
fication of electric current relied on vacuum tubes. These tubes were however
quite large as well as relatively sensitive. For example, they often burned out.
In comparison to vacuum tubes, transistors were much smaller, more efficient,
more reliable, more durable, safer and more economical. The transistor con-
sequently revolutionized the way in which electric current was switched on
and off as well as amplified in nearly all applications that required this. More

6 More details on the Bell System can be found in web appendix A. See the Journal’s editorial
web site for further details and all web appendices.

© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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importantly, transistors allowed entirely new products to be manufactured,
for example hearings aids, pocket radios, or microchips. Richard Nelson gave
a vivid illustration of the importance of the transistor in 1962:

The transistor has had its most significant impact not as a com-
ponent replacing vacuum tubes in established products, but as
a component of products which were uneconomical before the
development of the transistor. Very compact computers are the
most striking example. Without transistors, computers of a given
capability would have to be much larger both because vacuum
tubes are larger than equivalent transistors and because cool-
ing requirements are much greater for vacuum tubes. Almost all
of our new airborne navigation, bombing, and fire control sys-
tems, for example, are transistorized. So are all of our satellite
computers. And without transistors our large computers [… ]
undoubtedly would be much more expensive - probably so much
so that many of their present uses would not be economically
sound. (Nelson [1962], p. 553)

In 1952, Bell started to license all its transistor patents in an open and
standardized way to private companies. Commentators at the time thought
that this was a political move to appease the regulator in an ongoing antitrust
trial. In 1949, the U.S. Government filed an antitrust lawsuit with the aim of
splitting up the company (Antitrust Subcommittee [1959], p. 31). According
to experts, because of the ongoing antitrust lawsuit, Bell’s management was
reluctant to draw attention to its market power by charging high prices for
transistor licenses (Reid [2001]; Mowery [2011]). As a consequence, Bell’s top
managers agreed to share and license the transistor device with standard-
ized non-discriminatory licensing contracts (Gertner [2012], p. 111). Bell’s
management also decided to actively promote the transistor by organizing
conferences, the Transistor Symposia, to explain the technology (Holbrook
et al. [2000]). Among Bell’s engineers, there was the perception that stan-
dardized licensing would help Bell technology-wise. For example, Bell’s
Jack Morton, the inventor of the microwave tube, advocated the licensing
of transistor-related patents as he saw an opportunity to learn from other
companies.

In September, 1951, Bell held a first meeting at Bell Labs for scientists
and engineers to visit the lab and learn about the technology. This meeting
was designed specifically for inventors working on military applications as
well as the technical and procurement arms of the U.S. military (Holbrook
et al. [2000]). In addition, Bell waived all patent royalties on the first impor-
tant transistor product, the miniature hearing aid in homage to Alexander
Graham Bell’s work on these devices (Reid [2001], p. 60). In April 1952, a
second nine-day conference with over 100 representatives from almost forty
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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private companies gathered for the ‘Transistor Technology Symposium.’ The
conference conferred information about manufacturing techniques as well
as the workings of the transistor, including substantial informal and tacit
knowledge (Holbrook et al. [2000]). After the conference, more than thirty
companies decided to license the transistor technology for a non-refundable
advance payment of $25,000 (∼$245,000 in today’s dollars) that was credited
against future royalty payments (Antitrust Subcommittee [1958], p. 2957).
Royalty rates amounted to 5% of the net selling price of the transistor in 1950,
which were reduced to 2% in 1953 (Antitrust Subcommittee [1959], p. 117).

Various now well-known companies made use of this offer. Centralab
licensed the transistor and made Jack Kilby, the eventual co-inventor of the
integrated circuit, go to the transistor conference to use the technology in
his inventions (Reid [2001], p. 71). Masaru Ibuka led SONY to license the
transistor in 1953 and developed pocketable transistor radios that were huge
commercial successes (Nathan [2001]). And Texas Instruments hired Bell’s
Gordon Teal in 1952 to scale transistors to mass production, eventually
leading to U.S. manufactured pocket radios (Reid [2001], p. 73). Bell was also
successful in continuing to invent new technologies around the transistor. For
example, in 1959 two researchers at Bell Labs, Mohamed Atalla and Dawon
Kahng, invented the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (the
‘MOSFET’), the most widely manufactured device in history.

Whether the political move of the Bell System to license the transistor
openly made a difference to the antitrust case is unclear. The antitrust lawsuit
went back and forth over several years, ending in the 1956 consent decree that
required Bell to share all its granted patents royalty-free and all subsequently
published patents for reasonable royalties (Watzinger et al. [2020]). This was
perceived as a major win for the Bell System that continued to be the monop-
olistic provider of telecommunication in the U.S. until it was finally broken
up through another antitrust suit in 1984 (Watzinger and Schnitzer [2022]).

III. ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK AND DATA

III(i). Data and Summary Statistics

To be able to analyze the effects of transistor licensing, we identify all patents
related to the Solid State Physics Group at the Bell Labs.7 There are two main
transistor patents: Patent #2,524,035 with the title ‘Three-Electrode Circuit
Element Utilizing Semiconductive Materials’ granted in 1950 to John Bardeen
and Walter Brattain and Patent #2,569,347 with the title ‘Circuit Element Uti-
lizing Semiconductive Material’ issued to William Shockley in 1951. To these

7 Researchers whom we classify as having participated in this group and thus to have actively
contributed to the transistor at Bell Labs were in alphabetical order Bardeen, Becker, Brattain,
Buehler, Gomperez, Green, Haynes, Little, Morgan, Ohl, Pearson, Pfann, Scaff, Shive, Shockley,
Sparks, Storks, Teal, Theurer, and Zinc (Nelson [1962]; Buehler [1983]).

© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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two patents, we add all patents of all researchers who actively worked towards
the development of the transistor at Bell Labs. We identify 164 ‘transistor’
patents held by Bell Labs (i.e., affected by the 1956 consent decree).8 110 of
those were published up to 1952. We also delete the 27 patents that were pub-
lished with delay due to secrecy orders during World War II (Gross [2019]).
This sample is most likely a super-set of all transistor patents. For example, it
also includes patent #2,402,662 with the title ‘Light Sensitive Device’ granted
to Russell Ohl, the original patent of the solar cell, a semiconductor but not
a transistor patent in the narrow sense.9

Table I shows summary statistics of the unweighted raw data. All patent
data are from the Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT) of the
European Patent Office. Column (1) reports summary statistics for the patents
in our estimation sample that are not transistor or other Bell patents but
that are part of our control group, i.e., are in the same technology classes as
affected Bell patents, have the same number of citations in the five years before
1952 as some Bell patent in our treatment group, and were published in the
same year as some Bell patent. Columns (2) and (3) split these control group
patents according to their use in telecommunications. We classify a patent
as a telecommunications-related patent if in its patent class patents have a
probability of more than 15% of being used in the production of telecommuni-
cations equipment according to the data of Kerr [2008]. Columns (4) through
(6) repeat the same summary statistics for transistor patents, i.e., patents in our
treatment group. The average control group patent in our data set receives 2.1
citations per patent from other inventors while our transistor patents receive
on average five citations by others. Before the second Transistor Symposium
in 1952, the average non-Bell patent received 0.5 citations by others while the
average Bell transistor patent received 1.2 citations.

III(ii). Estimation Framework

To measure follow-on innovations building on Bell transistor patents, we use
patent citations in our main specification (Williams [2015]). Citations give us
a direct link between follow-on innovations and Bell’s transistor patents.10 To

8 We identify all patents owned by the Bell System with the help of a list of patent numbers
published in the ‘Hearings before the Antitrust Subcommittee’ of the U.S. Congress on the 1956
consent decree of Bell in May 1958 (Antitrust Subcommittee [1958]). The list is the complete
list of all patents owned by the Bell System in January, 1956. Of these patents, we drop all that
have assignee names other than companies of the Bell System. The list also includes patents of
Typesetter Corp., which were explicitly excluded from compulsory licensing in Section X of the
consent decree. We assume that these patents are not part of the Bell System.

9 In web appendix B, we show that our results are robust to using text-based or co-citation
based definitions of the transistor.

10 Citations are also consistently available from 1947 onward, in contrast to most alternative
measures such as new products or R&D spending. Citations have the additional advantage that

© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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construct a measure of what would have happened to the follow-on innova-
tion building on Bell’s transistor patents in the absence of the licensing, we
use as control group all other patents that are published in the same year, that
have the same total number of citations as the Bell transistor patents in the five
years before 1952, and that are in the same USPC technology class. We con-
dition on the publication year because young patents are cited more often on
average. We condition on prior citations to control for a patent’s potential for
follow-on inventions. We also match on the same technology class to control
for the number of potential follow-on inventors and for technology-specific
citation differences.

To quantify the difference in the number of follow-on innovations to Bell
transistor patents and to control patents we use the following specification:

(1) #Citationsi,t = 𝛽1 ⋅ Transistori + 𝛽2 ⋅ Postt + 𝛽3 ⋅ Transistori ⋅ Postt + 𝜀i,t

where #Citationsi,t is the number of citations of other companies to patent
i from 1953 until patent expiration (the treatment period). Note that this
implies that most of our effects are driven by citations in the 1950’s, shortly
after Bell’s decision. Transistori indicates whether patent i is a transistor
patent owned by the Bell System and is therefore treated. The coefficient
of interest is 𝛽3, which reflects the difference in follow-on citations to Bell’s
transistor patents relative to patents in the control group.

We can interpret our results as causal if, in the absence of the licensing, the
number of citations to control patents have the same trend as the Bell’s tran-
sistor patents would have had in absence of licensing (parallel trends). This
assumption does not require that transistor and control patents necessarily
have the same underlying quality or value, which would be doubtful in our
setting. We only assume that in the absence of licensing, both treatment and
control patents would have continued to receive the same number of follow-on
citations.

There are three main limitations to this study. First, the transistor, sim-
ilar to the steam engine or electricity, was a once-in-a-century invention.
Therefore, finding a suitable control group of patents is challenging. The
key assignees of control group patents are General Electric, RCA, Westing-
house, the key competitors of Bell Labs that were exempted from the 1956
consent decree (see Watzinger et al. [2020]). The patent in the control group
that received the highest number of lifetime citations is by RCA, namely
patent #2,354,591 on the ‘Television apparatus’. This is followed by Wright
Aeronautical patent #2,255,203 (‘Fuel injection spark plug’), the two Gen-
eral Electric patents #2,536,805 (‘Hall effect telemetering transmitter’) and

they have a high frequency, which allows a precise measurement of effects. The caveat is that
some citations might have been added by the patent examiner, which adds noise to the measure
(Alcacer and Gittelman [2006]; Alcacer et al. [2009]).
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#2,569,345 (‘Transistor multivibrator circuit’), and Edwin Vonada’s patent
#2,556,017 (‘Electrolytic method and apparatus for cleaning strip’). While
all of these patents were important and experienced substantial follow-on
innovation, even the RCA television patent is not similar in its generality
to the transistor patents of Bell. We address this concern by using several
different identification strategies to show that our result is robust. Among
others, we construct a ‘within-patent’ control group that does not depend
on matching patents. To do this, we compare citations to transistor patents
from technologies close and far from telecommunications, holding the patent
under consideration fixed. This draws on the insights in Watzinger et al. [2020]
that Bell continued to foreclose the market in telecommunications, making it
impossible for competitors to enter the market. Thus, we would not expect
impacts of standardized licensing on citations in telecommunications while
we would expect an effect outside of telecommunications. This is what we
find.

A second limitation of this study is that we cannot conclusively say whether
the resulting follow-on inventions increased or whether they just happened
earlier. For example, it seems doubtful that no one would have thought of the
integrated circuit eventually. But given our results, it seems unlikely that Jack
Kilby would have invented it as early as 1959. A third limitation is that with
every license of the transistor an extensive training course in the production of
transistor devices was available. We leverage the list of attendees of the Tran-
sistor Symposia to assess how many of the effects are driven by information
transfer through the Symposia versus the licensing in itself. While this pro-
vides suggestive evidence for the relative importance of each effect, we cannot
ultimately disentangle the two.

IV. THE DIFFUSION OF THE TRANSISTOR

IV(i). The Impact of Licensing on Subsequent Innovation

We first compare citations to Bell’s transistor patents to citations to exactly
matched non-Bell patents in the same technology class, published in the same
year, and with the same number of citations up to (but excluding) 1952, the
year of the main Transistor Symposium.

Panel (a) of Figure 1 plots the average number of citations to transistor
patents relative to control patents over time. While these rates are similar
before the second Transistor Symposium in 1952, citations to Bell’s transistor
patents spike after the conference, reverting a bit after Bell’s consent decree in
1956. Most of the effect of the licensing and technology transfer thus is visible
in the 1950’s, shortly after the decision by Bell and the Symposia. However,
citations to transistor patents remain higher until at least 1965. Panel (b)
of Figure 1 shows two-yearly excess citations to Bell’s transistor patents
relative to the control group, adapting Equation 1. The impact of licensing is
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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again visible right after the Transistor Symposium. This suggests that patent
licensing and active knowledge transfer had a positive impact on follow-on
innovation. The fact that the impact does not increase further after 1956, when
the consent decree that settled the antitrust lawsuit against AT&T reduced
licensing fees to zero, suggests instead that the subsequent price reduction
had little further impact. What mattered was the access to Bell’s transistor
patents.11

We quantify this in Table II. In column (1), we report the results from our
baseline regression, Equation 1. The treatment period is defined to start in
1953 (the year after the second Transistor Symposium) and to last until the
expiration of the patent. We find that yearly excess citations of the transistor
patents increase by around 135% relative to the control group mean in the
treatment period.12 General Purpose Technologies are typically applied in a
variety of downstream innovations. Thus, the blocking effects of patents on
other technologies than the patent’s own may be particularly large. The next
two columns therefore show the impacts of licensing on the breadth of use
of the transistor technology. In columns (2) and (3), we split our dependent

Figure 1

The Impact of Standardized Licensing on Excess Citations to Transistor Patents

Notes: Panel (a) shows the average number of citations to Bell’s transistor patents in every year
after publication. The red line with solid circles shows patent citations of the treated patents (Bell
transistor patents) and the blue line with empty circles shows patent citations of control patents,
with the same publication year and the same three-digit technology class as the Bell transistor
patents. For aggregation, we use the weights of Iacus et al. [2009] to adjust for a different number
of control patents for each Bell patent. Panel (b) shows the number of two-yearly excess citations
to transistor patents published before 1952 relative to patents with the same publication year, in
the same three-digit U.S. Patent Classification (USPC) primary class and with the same number
of citations up to (and including) 1951, estimated adjusting the specification in Equation 1. We
correct for self-citations. The blue lines represent the 95% confidence bands calculated from stan-
dard errors clustered on the three-digit technology class level. To adjust for the different number
of control patents per treatment patent in each stratum, we use the weights suggested by Iacus
et al. [2009]. The sample under consideration contains 110 transistor patents, 83 of which were
not affected by the secrecy program. We can match 72 transistor patents. All coefficients are
multiplied by 10 for better readability. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

11 Note that the decrease is due to our empirical strategy that requires both treatment and
control patents to have been published by 1952. Because of the fast pace of technological change
in these areas, citations drop relatively soon. In alternative empirical strategies that do not make
this requirement, we do not observe a decrease in the effect. We however do also not see further
increases in treatment effects after 1956, again suggesting that it was the compulsory licensing
decision and not the price reduction which mattered for the diffusion of the transistor technology.
See, e.g., Section G in the Appendix.

12 To arrive at this number, we relate the coefficient of 2.02 to the control mean of 1.48 in the
treatment period.
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TABLE II
THE EFFECT OF STANDARDIZED LICENSING ON FOLLOW-ON INNOVATION

Citations

1952 Transistor Licensing 1956 Consent Decree

Baseline Same Tech. Diff. Tech. Baseline Same Tech. Diff. Tech.
Dep. Var.: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Treated 0.08 −0.30∗∗ 0.38∗∗∗ −0.05 −0.15∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗
(0.14) (0.14) (0.12) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

Post −0.43 −0.32 −0.11 −0.48∗∗∗ −0.28∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗∗
(0.43) (0.20) (0.30) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03)

Treated × Post 2.02∗∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.03
(0.55) (0.32) (0.37) (0.06) (0.04) (0.04)

Control Mean 1.48 0.73 0.75 1.09 0.50 0.60
# treated 72 72 72 3556 3556 3556
Clusters 30 30 30 206 206 206
Obs. 35629 35629 35629 657126 657126 657126

Notes: This table shows the results from difference-in-differences estimations with Bell Labs transistor
(Columns 1–3) and other Bell Labs (Columns 4-6) patents as treatment groups. We define patents as tran-
sistor patents if they were filed by one of the researchers who actively worked towards the development of
the transistor at Bell Labs. In columns (1) to (3), we define the treatment period as starting in 1953. In these
columns, treated is an indicator variable equal to one if a patent is a transistor patent as defined above and a
patent of the Bell system. As control patents, we use all patents that were published in the U.S., matched by
publication year, primary three-digit USPC technology class, and the number of citations up to 1952. To adjust
for the different number of control patents per treatment patent in each stratum, we use the weights suggested
by Iacus et al. [2009]. Column (1) is our baseline specification and uses all citations by other companies as
the dependent variable. In columns (2) and (3), the dependent variable is citations by patents in the same field
(4-digit IPC) as the patent and in different fields, respectively. Columns (4) to (6) repeat the regressions using
the same measures but using the empirical setting of the paper by Watzinger et al. [2020] in which the licensed
patents do not cover General Purpose Technologies. In this specification, we drop all transistor-related patents
from their sample. In these columns, treated is an indicator variable equal to one if a patent is a patent of the
Bell System. The control group consists of all patents that were published in the U.S., matched by publication
year, primary three-digit USPC technology class, and the number of citations up to the start of the antitrust
case in 1949, as in Watzinger et al. [2020]. To adjust for the different number of control patents per treatment
patent in each stratum, we use the weights suggested by Iacus et al. [2009]. The treatment period in these spec-
ifications starts in 1956 until patent expiration. ‘Control Mean’ is the mean value of the dependent variable for
control group observations in the treatment period. Standard errors are clustered on the primary three-digit
USPC technology class level. *, **, *** denote statistical significance on 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

variable by whether the citations accrued in the same technology class as
the underlying patent or in a different technology class.13 The effects seem
somewhat larger in the same technology class than the licensed patent, but
are also strong in technology classes different from the one of the underlying
patent.14

Is this specific to GPT’s or would we expect similar results in other cases of
licensing? To provide evidence on this, in columns (4) through (6) we show the

13 We use IPC categories to disentangle same and different technology since these reflect
intended use more than the USPC classification does (Lerner [1994]).

14 This pattern is also true when using value-weighted citations as the dependent variable, for
example when using dollar-weighted citations using the values of Kogan et al. [2017] or when
using citation-weighted forward citations (not shown).
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same results for the compulsory licensing of Bell’s patents in the 1956 consent
decree (Watzinger et al. [2020]). We drop all transistor-related patents from
this specification. Two points become evident. First, the impact of transistor
licensing on follow-on innovation was substantially higher than the impact
of compulsory licensing on regular Bell patents. This is in line with historical
accounts that suggest a particularly harmful role of patents for the diffusion
of GPT’s. Second, the results show that the increases in citations following the
compulsory licensing of Bell’s patents in the consent decree were concentrated
in the same technology classes as the underlying patents. This is in contrast
with the results from columns (1) through (3). These results are consistent
with a more important role of patents on general purpose technologies for
cross-technology spillovers.

IV(ii). Investigating Mechanisms

Given the variety of activities by Bell to diffuse the transistor technology, we
now assess the plausibility of different mechanisms behind the increase in
follow-on innovation following the licensing decision. There are two potential
explanations. First, common recounts of blocking effects suggest that stan-
dardized licensing may benefit subsequent inventors directly (e.g., Galasso
and Schankerman [2015]). This would imply that the codified knowledge
shared by Bell was sufficient for follow-on innovation and that the transfer
of tacit knowledge through the Transistor Symposia was not necessary to
produce follow-on invention. One should note that Bell made great efforts
to transfer knowledge. For example, Bell published books on the contents
of the Transistor Symposia (Bell Telephone Laboratories [1952a,b]) that,
anecdotally, were very useful in the transfer of knowledge (to the extent
that they collectively became known as ‘Ma Bell’s cookbook’). Second, the
transfer of information via the participation of firms in one of the Transistor
Symposia may have been the driving force behind the increased diffusion
of the transistor technology. The key argument for this explanation is that
while patents disclose useful information (e.g., Furman et al. [2021]), many
observers argue that codified knowledge, such as the knowledge disclosed in
patents, is insufficient to produce follow-on innovation (e.g., Roin [2005]).

To investigate the relative merits of these two explanations, we study the
relevance of information transfer by Bell for our effects using two approaches.
First, we investigate whether the original attendees of the Transistor Sym-
posia in 1951 and 1952 show a different response in terms of follow-on
invention than non-attendees. Second, we do the same for the original set of
licensees of the transistor patents.15 Both the participation in the symposia

15 While the set of licensing firms has a strong overlap with the set of participants of the second
Transistor Symposium, it also has some overlap with the set of participants of the first Transistor
Symposium. Also, there is not a full overlap with the set of participants of the second Transistor
Symposium.
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TABLE III
THE EFFECT OF STANDARDIZED LICENSING ON FOLLOW-ON INNOVATION BY PARTICIPATION

IN TRANSISTOR SYMPOSIA

Citations

Baseline Symposia Attendee First Round Licensee Neither

Yes No Yes No
Dep. Var.: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Treated × Post 2.02∗∗∗ 0.66∗∗ 1.36∗∗∗ 0.40∗ 1.62∗∗∗ 1.21∗∗∗
(0.55) (0.27) (0.47) (0.22) (0.48) (0.42)

Control Mean 1.48 0.11 1.37 0.04 1.44 1.08
Percent Change 136 612 99 925 113 112
# treated 72 72 72 72 72 72
Clusters 30 30 30 30 30 30
Obs. 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629

Notes: This table shows the results from difference-in-differences estimations with Bell Labs transistor patents
as treatment groups. We define patents as transistor patents if they were filed by one of the researchers who
actively worked towards the development of the transistor at Bell Labs. We define the treatment period as
starting in 1953. Treated is an indicator variable equal to one if a patent is a transistor patent as defined above
and a patent of the Bell system. As control patents, we use all patents that were published in the U.S., matched by
publication year, primary three-digit USPC technology class, and the number of citations up to 1952. Column
(1) is our baseline specification and uses all citations by other companies as the dependent variable. In columns
(2) and (3), the dependent variable from column (1) is split into citations by assignees that participated or did
not participate in one of the two Transistor Symposia, respectively, as evidenced by the lists of attendees (AT&T
Archives, and History Center [1951, 1952]). In columns (4) and (5), the dependent variable from column (1) is
split into citations by assignees that held one of the original licenses of the transistor or not, as evidenced by
the list from the AT&T Archives, and History Center [1982]. Column (6) uses as dependent variable citations
by assignees that neither participated in one of the Symposia nor held one of the original licenses. To adjust for
the different number of control patents per treatment patent in each stratum, we use the weights suggested by
Iacus et al. [2009]. ‘Control Mean’ is the mean value of the dependent variable for control group observations
in the treatment period. ‘Percent Change’ is the percent change in citations to the transistor patents for the
treatment group, relative to the control mean from the prior sentence. Standard errors are clustered on the
primary three-digit USPC technology class level. *, **, *** denote statistical significance on 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.

and being among the first batch of companies to receive a license might
indicate that these companies had preferential access to the tacit knowledge
of Bell. We received data on the attendees and the original licensees directly
from the AT&T Archives and History Center (AT&T Archives and History
Center [1951, 1952]).16

We match these lists to patent assignees in our patent data by hand. We
then split the dependent variable by whether the citations came from a firm
that was among the attendees of the Transistor Symposia or among the orig-
inal licensees or not. Table III shows the results of this analysis. Column (1)
shows our baseline result for comparison. Columns (2) and (3) split citations
by whether staff of the citing patent’s assignee attended one of the Transistor
Symposia in 1951 and 1952. Relative to baseline levels, i.e., the average number
of citations in the control group in the post period, the effects are substantially

16 We thank Dr. Sheldon Hochheiser for sharing this data with us.
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larger for attendees than for non-attendees. Attendees increased their cita-
tions to the transistor by around six times the baseline mean in the treatment
period.17 Figure 2 shows that for both groups, the effects only show up after
the transistor licensing. Further investigating this, Columns (4) shows that
assignees with one of the first licenses of the transistor increased their citations
to transistor patents by over nine times the control group mean in the treat-
ment period.18 In comparison to Column (5), relative to baseline patenting
levels, this is a disproportional increase in citations. These results suggest that
the information transferred by Bell through the Transistor Symposia helped
participating firms in producing follow-on innovation. Note, however, that
these firms selected themselves or were selected by Bell into attending and/or
being among the original licensees. One should thus expect their follow-on
innovation to increase more than the follow-on innovation of other firms. In
absolute terms, most of the effect is driven by non-attendees and firms that
were not among the first licensees since both sets of firms are small. That is,
symposium attendees and early licensees increased their citations to transistor
patents much more per assignee, but since both sets of assignees are small, this
is not driving the large effect we see on subsequent citations to the transistor.
In Column (6), we show that citations from firms that neither attended one
of the Symposia nor held one of the original licenses increased their patent-
ing significantly. Thus, the information transferred through the Symposia (or
being among the first licensees) does not seem to have been a necessary ingre-
dient for follow-on innovation to the transistor. Instead, the codified knowl-
edge transferred through the patents and Bell’s transistor books seem to have
allowed inventors to leverage the liberal licensing regime by Bell for their
follow-on invention (Bell Telephone Laboratories [1952a,b]).19

To summarize, while assignees with access to the information from the Sym-
posia increased their patenting more in relative terms, in absolute terms the
effect is driven by those firms that did not participate in the Symposia. In
our reading of the evidence, both mechanisms therefore seem to have been
important.

IV(iii). Who Benefited From the Licensing?

Historical accounts report an exodus of Bell researchers from Bell Labs in
the early 1950’s. In 1953, for example, Pete Haggerty from the then small

17 The mean number of citations in the control group in the treatment period (‘Control group
mean’) is 0.108; the differences-in-differences coefficient is 0.659.

18 The mean number of citations in the control group in the treatment period (‘Control group
mean’) is 0.043; the differences-in-differences coefficient (‘Treated × Post’) is 0.400.

19 Note, however, that we do not have exact information on further transistor licensees after
the first round of licensing. For example, SONY only applied for a license for the transistor in
1953 and was only awarded one in 1954 (Flamm [2010]).
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Legend on next page
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Texas Instruments, Inc. convinced Gordon Teal, the inventor of a method
to improve transistor performance, to join the company. Similarly, William
Shockley, one of the inventors of the transistor, left Bell in 1956 to start
Shockley Semiconductors Laboratory. On the one hand, one possible chan-
nel is thus that former Bell employees account for many of the new patented
inventions following the standardized licensing of the transistor patents. On
the other hand, historical accounts on the impacts of the licensing suggest
that researchers outside the Bell System who previously did not have the
chance to work with the transistor benefited the most.

Table IV investigates this empirically. In column (1), we replicate our base-
line result. Columns (2) and (3) split the dependent variable into citations of
companies that we can link to known licensing deals with the Bell system until
1956 through the information of the Antitrust Subcommittee [1958, p. 2957].
Relative to baseline citation rates, the effect is substantially larger for inven-
tors with a known license than for those without. Columns (4) and (5) split
the citations by the inventor’s relationship to Bell. We distinguish between
those related to Bell, i.e., Bell employees (those who patented for Bell but
are not at Bell anymore) and their first and second-order co-inventors, and
unrelated inventors. The effect is driven by unrelated inventors, suggesting
that the standardized licensing was especially important for inventors with-
out connections to the Bell system. The impact of the licensing relative to
baseline patenting is slightly larger for young and small assignees than for
other inventors (column 6). This indicates that standardized licensing allowed
young and small firms to enter the market and develop new technologies
building on the groundbreaking invention of the transistor, as suggested by
historical accounts such as the story of SONY’s pocket transistor radio. In
columns (7) and (8) we split the dependent variable by whether the citing
patent is in a highly concentrated market or not, using the concordance of

Figure 2

The Impact of Standardized Licensing on Excess Citations to Transistor Patents by Symposia
Attendance

Notes: This figure shows the number of two-yearly excess citations to transistor patents published
before 1952 relative to patents with the same publication year, in the same three-digit U.S. Patent
Classification (USPC) primary class and with the same number of citations up to (and includ-
ing) 1951, estimated adjusting the specification in Equation 1. The figure splits these citations by
whether the citing patent is from an assignee that sent staff to one of the Transistor Symposia,
identified through attendance lists (Bell Telephone Laboratories [1952a,b]). Panel (a) shows cita-
tions by Symposia attendees. Panel (b) shows citations by non-attendees. The blue lines represent
the 95% confidence bands calculated from standard errors clustered on the three-digit technol-
ogy class level. To adjust for the different number of control patents per treatment patent in each
stratum, we use the weights suggested by Iacus et al. [2009]. All coefficients are multiplied by 10
for better readability. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE IV
THE EFFECT OF STANDARDIZED LICENSING ON FOLLOW-ON INNOVATION BY TYPE OF

CITING PARTY

Citations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Pre-1956 Bell Licensee Bell Concentration

Dep. Var.:
Base
line Yes No Related Unrelated

Young &
Small High Low

Treated 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.01 −0.19∗∗ 0.95∗ −0.87∗

(0.14) (0.12) (0.13) (0.05) (0.14) (0.08) (0.52) (0.51)
Post −0.43 0.08 −0.51 −0.08∗∗ −0.35 0.24∗ −0.19 −0.24

(0.43) (0.15) (0.35) (0.04) (0.42) (0.13) (0.39) (0.20)
Treated × Post 2.02∗∗∗ 0.82∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ −0.03 2.05∗∗∗ 0.61∗∗ −0.09 2.11∗∗∗

(0.55) (0.37) (0.37) (0.07) (0.55) (0.28) (0.38) (0.61)
Control Mean 1.48 0.27 1.22 0.04 1.44 0.65 0.50 0.98
# treated 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72
Clusters 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Obs. 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629 35629

Notes: This table shows the results from difference-in-differences estimations with transistor patents. We define
patents as transistor patents if they were filed by one of the researchers who actively worked towards the devel-
opment of the transistor at Bell Labs. As the dependent variable, we use all citations by companies other than
the filing company. We define the treatment period as starting in 1953. Treated is an indicator variable equal
to one if a patent is a transistor patent as defined above and a patent of the Bell system. As control patents,
we use all patents with the same publication year, primary three-digit USPC technology class, and the same
number of citations up to 1952 as Bell transistor patents. To adjust for the different number of control patents
per treated patent, we use the weights suggested by Iacus et al. [2009]. We repeat our baseline specification in
column (1). In columns (2) and (3), we split the citations according to whether the assignee on the citing patent
held at least one license for Bell patents before the consent decree 1956 (not necessarily for transistor patents).
In columns (4) and (5), we split the dependent variable according to whether the citing patent’s inventors are
related to Bell, meaning they ever patented for Bell or ever were (first- or second-order) co-authors with Bell
inventors, or whether they are unrelated. Column (6) uses citations by young and small companies. We define
an assignee as young if its first patent was filed less than ten years before it cited the Bell patent and as small
if it had less than ten patents before 1949. In columns (7) and (8), we classify citing patents as belonging to a
market with high or low concentration. To this end, we use the concordance of Kerr [2008], which gives us for
each patent class and each industry classified by four-digit SIC code a likelihood that a patent in this class is
used in this industry. We multiply this likelihood with the average 8-firm market share in an industry that we
get from the U.S. Census (Federal Trade Commission [1992]) and aggregate the product on the patent class
level. In the last step, we classify a citing patent as being used in a highly concentrated industry if the average
8-firm market share is above 60%, which is the 75th percentile. All coefficients are multiplied by 100 for better
readability. ‘Control Mean’ is the mean value of the dependent variable for control group observations in the
treatment period. Standard errors are clustered on the primary three-digit USPC technology class level. *, **,
*** denote statistical significance on 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Kerr [2008].20 We find that the increase is driven by citations from patents in
markets with low concentration.

20 This gives us for each patent class and each industry classified by four-digit SIC code a
likelihood that a patent in this class is used in this industry. We multiply this likelihood with the
eight-firm market share in an industry that we get from the U.S. Census and aggregate the product
on the patent class level. Thus, we get for each patent class the weighted average eight-firm market
share in the industry in which the patent is used. In the last step, we classify a citing patent as
being used in a highly concentrated industry if the average eight-firm market share is above 60%,
which is the 75th percentile.
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Figure 3

Impacts by Distance to Telecommunications

Notes: This figure shows results on follow-on citations by the varying likelihood of Bell’s tran-
sistor patent to be used in telecommunications. Relevance is measured by the likelihood that a
patent is used in industry SIC 3661, using the data of Kerr [2008]. The figure shows results from
the difference-in-differences specification of the licensing on follow-on patent citations by close-
ness to telecommunications, with 1953 until patent expiration as the treatment period. We report
the treatment effect along with 95% confidence intervals separately for citations from patents with
differing relevance for the production of telecommunications equipment (SIC 3661 - ‘Telephone
and Telegraph Apparatus’). The bins labeled 0%, 1-5%, 6-15%, 16-29%, 30-70% aggregate cita-
tions of 367, 75, 28, 17 and 7 technology classes, respectively. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Finally, we analyze in Figure 3 whether closeness to telecommunications
was a determinant of excess citations. As described in Watzinger et al. [2020],
Bell foreclosed the telecommunications market and continued to do so after
the 1956 consent decree. This made entry in the field difficult, so we would
not expect an effect of standardized licensing in these technologies. We define
telecommunications technologies as all patent classes that have a more than
15% likelihood of being used in the production of telecommunications equip-
ment according to the classification of Kerr [2008]. In line with results on the
impact of the 1956 consent decree on follow-on innovation, we find that all
citations come from patents that are unrelated to telecommunications.21

In summary, the effects of Bell’s patent licensing and active knowledge
transfer seem to have mainly materialized outside the Bell system. The effect
stems from unrelated inventors, is large for young and small companies, and
stems from unconcentrated markets and markets outside telecommunications.

21 In web appendix C, we also find no time-varying effects on excess citations for transistor
patents closely related to the telecommunications industry. Among these patents, this null-result
also holds true for young and small assignees.
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IV(iv). Robustness: Within-Patent Identification

A potential caveat of our matching approach is that it is inherently difficult
to find suitable patents to match an extraordinary invention such as the
transistor. To address such concerns, Figure 4 shows results of a different
identification strategy that does not depend on matching transistor patents.

In this figure, we compare the average number of citations from a treated
group of patents to Bell’s transistor patents to citations from various control
groups, comparing citations from different groups to the same patent. These
comparisons thus hold the patent under consideration fixed. We define all
citations from non-telecommunications patents as treated, as the transistor as
a GPT had a large influence on a wide range of technologies. The red solid line
shows the average number of citations from non-telecommunications patents
to Bell’s transistor patents.
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Figure 4

The Impact of Standardized Licensing on Excess Citations to Transistor Patents: Within
Patent Identification

Notes: This figure shows the average number of citations to Bell’s transistor patents from
non-telecommunication patents and to the matched control group as well as from other con-
trol groups. The green dash line shows citations to patents that are in the control group in Panel
(a). The blue solid line shows citations from IBM, RCA, and GE to Bell’s transistor patents.
These companies had existing licensing agreements with Bell and were thus affected to a lesser
extent. The blue dashed line shows citations from patent classes close to telecommunications,
where Bell continued to foreclose the market (Watzinger et al. [2020]). The blue dotted line shows
self-citations by Bell. We normalize all time series to their level in 1949, before the start of the
antitrust case against the Bell System. The sample under consideration contains 110 transis-
tor patents, 83 of which were not affected by the secrecy program. We can match 72 transistor
patents. All coefficients are multiplied by 10 for better readability. [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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As our first control group, we use patents in telecommunications. The green
dashed line shows the number of citations to patents in our matched control
group. As described above, Bell foreclosed the telecommunications market
and continued to do so after the 1956 consent decree (Watzinger et al. [2020]).
Thus, we would not expect follow-on innovation in these areas.

As another control group, we use citations to transistor patents from less
affected companies (IBM, RCA, and GE) that had existing cross-licensing
agreements with Bell, represented by a solid blue line. If there had been a con-
current technology shock of concern to our identification strategy, we would
expect a reaction from these high-tech companies. While there is an increase
in citations from these companies, it is by no means comparable to the effect
on more affected inventors. Finally, we show self-citations by Bell to Bell’s
transistor patents , represented by a grey dashed line.

No matter which control group we use, only citations from non-
telecommunications to Bell’s transistor patents show a strong increase
after the Transistor Symposia. In contrast, citations from less affected com-
panies, from markets that continued to be foreclosed, and from Bell itself
seem far less affected or unaffected. Patent citations to our matched control
group develop similarly to citations to Bell’s transistor patents by less affected
groups, in line with the identification assumption.

In Table V, we quantify the results from our within patent analysis. In col-
umn (1) of this table, we show our baseline specification for comparison. In
the remaining columns, we show results from within-patent analyses using the
following specification:

(2)
#Citationsi,j,t = 𝛽1 ⋅ Treatedj + 𝛽2 ⋅ Postt + 𝛽3 ⋅ Treatedj ⋅ Postt + 𝛼i + 𝜀i,j,t

where #Citationsi,j,t is the number of citations that patent i receives from
group j in year t and Treatedj is an indicator variable, which takes the value
of one for citations by our treatment group, i.e., non-telecommunications
patents. The treatment period starts in 1953, as before. We use the full set of
non-secret transistor patents in these columns. Note that in this analysis, we
do not include matched control patents but compare citations to transistor
patents by different groups.

The odd-numbered columns (except column (1)) include patent fixed effects
(𝛼i), while the even-numbered columns do not. Columns (2) and (3) com-
pare citations from patents in the treatment group to citations from patents
close to telecommunications, where Bell foreclosed the market (Watzinger
et al. [2020]). Columns (4) and (5) compare citations from patents in the
treatment group to citations from patents of less affected companies (IBM,
RCA, and GE) that had existing cross-licensing agreements with Bell. The
final two columns use self-citations as the comparison group. This table
again shows that no matter which control group we use, our results are the
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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TABLE V
THE EFFECT OF STANDARDIZED LICENSING: WITHIN PATENT APPROACHES

Dep. Var.: Citations

Approach: Baseline Within Patents

Treated: Transistor Patents Citations from non-telecommunications patents

Control Group: Matched Telecomm. Cit. Cit. by B3 Comp. Self-Cites

Patent FE: No No Yes No Yes No Yes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Treated × Post 2.02∗∗∗ 2.03∗∗∗ 2.13∗∗∗ 1.26∗∗∗ 0.99∗∗ 2.93∗∗∗ 2.70∗∗∗

(0.55) (0.68) (0.72) (0.45) (0.43) (0.78) (0.81)
Control Mean 1.48 1.47 1.47 1.31 1.31 0.56 0.56
# treated 72 83 83 83 83 83 83
Clusters 30 83 83 83 83 83 83
Obs. 35629 3202 3202 3202 3202 3202 3202

Notes: This table shows the results from difference-in-differences estimations with transistor and Bell Labs
patents following Equation 2. We define patents as transistor patents if they were filed by one of the researchers
who actively worked towards the development of the transistor at Bell Labs. In all columns, we define the
treatment period as starting in 1953. In Column (1), we use all patents that were published in the U.S., matched
by publication year, primary three-digit USPC technology class, and the number of citations as control patents.
To adjust for the different number of control patents per treatment patent in each stratum, we use the weights
suggested by Iacus et al. [2009] in column (1). Column (1) is our baseline specification and uses all citations
by other companies as the dependent variable. In all remaining columns, the sample only consists of transistor
patents and the estimation is within patent. In columns (2) and (3), the treatment group consists of citations
by non-telecommunications patents while the control group are citations by telecommunications patents where
Bell foreclosed the market (Watzinger et al. [2020]). In columns (4) and (5), the control group are citations by
the so-called B-3 companies (IBM, RCA, and GE) that had existing cross-licensing agreements with Bell. In
columns (6) and (7), the control group are self-citations. ‘Control Mean’ is the mean value of the dependent
variable for control group observations in the treatment period. Standard errors are clustered on the primary
three-digit USPC technology class level in column (1) and on the patent level in all other columns. *, **, ***
denote statistical significance on 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

same qualitatively. In comparison to Table D.3 in the web appendix that only
uses transistor patents that are matched in our main approach, using the
full set of transistor patents leads to estimating larger treatment effects. This
is in line with non-matched transistor patents being more affected by the
standardized licensing. We also see higher average citations to these patents,
in line with high-quality transistor patents not finding a proper match in our
main empirical approach.

IV(v). Additional Robustness Tests in the Appendix

In web Appendix E, we show that our main effect is not driven by citation sub-
stitution, i.e., we do not see decreases in citations to similar, but not licensed
technologies outside the Bell System. We also show results for alternative con-
trol groups based on IPC instead of CPC. In web Appendix F, we show that
our matching is robust to matching transistor patents to control patents with
higher citation counts up to 1952 or to control patents that have the same
© 2023 The Authors. The Journal of Industrial Economics published by Editorial Board of Journal of Industrial Economics and
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number of citations after the licensing of the transistor technology. Our results
remain robust.

In web Appendix G, we complement our main empirical analysis and show
that the patent licensing and active knowledge transfer of the transistor led
to an increase in the number of patents in affected technology subclasses
relative to similarly sized subclasses of the same technology class that did
not experience the licensing of a transistor patent. To avoid a confounding
effect, we drop subclasses affected by Bell’s 1956 consent decree. In summary,
the results of this analysis mirror the results when using our main strategy:
The effects are not present in telecommunications and are driven by technol-
ogy classes with low levels of concentration. And again, the contribution of
young and small companies is higher than expected given their share in total
patenting.

Finally, in web Appendix H, we show that the patent licensing and active
knowledge transfer led to an increase in patents in technology subclasses that
cited the transistor but that did not contain transistor patents or other Bell
patents themselves. Our control group comprises similarly sized non-citing
subclasses within the same technology classes. As in our main result, the num-
ber of patents in treated subclasses started to increase relative to the number in
untreated subclasses only after the Transistor Conference. Our analysis sug-
gests that the spillovers of the transistor licensing were substantial.

V. CONCLUSION

Historical accounts suggest that the diffusion of General Purpose Technolo-
gies (GPT’s) and thus technological progress and economic growth can be
hampered by patent protection. The key reason is that improvements in down-
stream technologies benefit the GPT and vice versa. Since these technolo-
gies are rare, most are historical, and because the patents on most GPT’s
were never revoked, evidence on the role of patents and patent licensing for
follow-on innovation in these technologies is difficult to provide.

In this study, we leverage the licensing of the transistor by the Bell Labs
in 1952 that came with the transfer of information through the Transistor
Symposia and that took place in defense of antitrust lawsuits to investigate
the blocking effects of patents for General Purpose Technologies. Our results
show that this licensing decision was an important factor in the diffusion of
the transistor. In particular, we show that cross-technology spillovers were
large. Both information transfer via the Transistor Symposia and the licens-
ing of patents in itself seem to have played important roles in this. Our results
suggest that patent licensing in key technologies can induce more market entry
since unrelated inventors, as well as young and small firms, particularly bene-
fited from the licensing. These results may inform the current debate about
the role of intellectual property rights in the global slowdown of business
dynamism (Andrews et al. [2016]; Akcigit and Ates [2019, 2021]).
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